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Divided Light Doors

Deciding Where to Hold the
Meeting
The CWA is considering moving the location of
the meeting to the woodshop of the Jackson Park
Ministries (JPM). The advantages of staying at the
church are that our current and former members know
where the meeting place is, the meeting room is climate
controlled, and there is plenty of seating.
On the other hand, it makes sense for a
woodworking club to meet at a wood shop, and the
JPM shop is clearly large enough to hold everyone.
Already there is discussion about programs that we
could do at the shop that we could not do at the church,
such as demonstrations of HVLP sprayers. Two 5-foot
commercial ceiling fans have been installed in the
workshop to aid in air circulation and JPM is installing
a PA system, with large speakers and a cordless
microphone, to aid with sound for our programs.
At the August meeting there will be more
discussion about moving the meeting location
permanently and relocating the club’s Library and other
resources. If you have an opinion on the matter but
can’t make the meeting please let Bruce know.
Best regards,
~Peter Stoffel
Former CWA Secretary

Meeting Time and (the usual) Place
Meetings of the Charlotte Woodworker’s Association are held
the third Tuesday of each month, except for December.
Meetings are held at the Well of Hope Lutheran (formerly
Incarnation Lutheran Church), 6400 Old Reid Road, Charlotte,
NC (off Archdale Drive).
A social and refreshment time starts at 5:30pm; our meeting
starts at 6:30pm. Come to the meeting early and get to know
your fellow woodworking enthusiasts!

John & Jay Leake are the third and fourth
generation, respectively, of Leake’s antiques in historic
York County South Carolina. The first two generations
of the family business bought and sold antiques and the
current two generations specialize in the reproduction
of 18 century period furniture. John alone has 25 years
of full-time woodworking experience as well at 8 more
years teaching woodworking. It was a real treat to have
him come to the CWA meeting and make a presentation
on the building of divided light doors.
There are a number of design considerations to
take into account when planning out the doors.
Remember that the goal is to display something without
dust accumulating on the object inside the cabinet. So
the first consideration is: where is the shelf going to be
in the cabinet? You want the shelf to line up with the
muntin.
[A quick note on the terminology: Mullians are
the vertical dividers and muntins are the horizontal
dividers found in the frames of windows or doors. But
the term mullian is often used interchangeably for
both.]
continued on page 2
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The second design consideration measuring
the vertical length of the cabinet carcass and dividing
the measurement equally for the shelf layout won’t
because typically the rail at the top of the door is often
thinner than the rail at the bottom. You will notice the
same feature if you look at the door to your house.
John strongly advises to lay everything out with a story
stick.
Make the exterior of the door the same size as the
interior size of the case. That way when you go to
down-size the door so that is swings nicely, you won’t
be taking deep cuts. And it is safer to be a touch
oversize than undersize.
As a rule of thumb you generally want the door to
have a “light” look to it. No heavy rails and styles.
Two inch thick rails and styles are usually about right,
though you may have to scale that down for a much
smaller cabinet.
One of the great tips that John dropped throughout
the night was to standardize your joinery. All tenons,
no matter what the project, are 1” long and 3/8 wide.
This allows John and Jay to have a permanently set up
tenoning jig on an old, cheap table saw in their shop. It
also makes calculating the dimensions of the wood
very easy: if the finished rail is going to be 12 inches
wide you simply add two more inches for the tenon on
each end.
Lastly, if the divided light door is going to be
on a china-type cupboard remember that you may have
a plate standing up on edge. Therefore you need at
least 10-1/2 inches between the shelves. The shelf itself
will have a plate groove that is 3/8” wide and ¼” deep.
(The glass shelf is typically 3/8 thick.) If you can’t get
10-1/2 inches of vertical clearance, John recommends
eliminating one shelf…
John showed us two ways that divided light
doors can be built, what he facetiously called “the easy
way and the way it ought to be done.” Both are good
ways to tackle the project.
One common element to both construction
styles is that you want very straight grain running up
and down the styles. Where do you get straight grain
wood? Cut them out of your wide boards. Ideally you
will get all of the components of the door from the
same board to ensure consistency. The edges of wide
boards often have the straight grain you are looking
for. Avoid figured wood. Figured grain is going to
“fuzz up” when you machine it. If you have a slightly

Shop Tours
By Mike C Smith
Shop Tours II was a big success, we toured
three very impressive shops; Maurice Blackburn, John
Goodson, and Bob Fields. It was obvious that all three
men had gone to a lot of trouble to get their shops
cleaned up for the tour. My guess is that none of these
shops have been so clean in years. It was great fun to
see how wood storage was handled, how they stored
their clamps, what type of jigs they used, how the shop
equipment was set up and how they handled their saw
dust. (I actually didn't see any sawdust in these shops,
they were that clean.)
Maurice Blackburn had a wood storage system
that hung from his ceiling. John Goodson took us into
his house to see some of the furniture, clocks, and
things that he has made (very impressive John). Bob
Field's shop is built like a log cabin. There is a lot of
wood that went into the making of Bob's shop.

I don't know if it comes out in the picture, but
Bob's table saw top is polished to a very fine degree. It's
very much like a mirror surface. Bob mentioned that all
he does for his machined surfaces is wax them and he
keeps them covered when he is not using them and he
does not have a heated or air conditioned shop.
Our next shop tour will be to the south side of
the Charlotte area. Right now I only have two shops on
the list for this tour. I could use a couple of more shops
to tour on the South Side of Charlotte. Looking at our
Calendars, the next tour will probably not be until late
August or September.
Mike can be reached at: mike.c.smith@bankofamerica.com

Continued on page 3
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AUG 2

WORKING WITH VENEER – WOODCRAFT

AUG 2

BASIC ROUTER: PART I – WOODCRAFT

figured wood that you have to use, put it on the
hinge side of the door so that it is fastened to the side
of the case where it will be supported. A trick is to
save the straight grain wood from other projects for
projects like this where you really need it.

AUG 3

LIDDED BOWL – WOODCRAFT

Easy Door

AUG 7

CARVE A WELSH LOVE SPOON – WOODCRAFT

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

AUG 10 EMBELLISHED SURFACE TEXTURING ON
TURNED PLATTER – WOODCRAFT
AUG 13 PETER STOFFEL’S BIRTHDAY. WOO HOO!
AUG 19 CHARLOTTE WOODWORKERS MEETING

SEPT 11 TABLE SAW USE & SAFETY – WOODCRAFT
SEPT 14 BASIC LATHE: PART I – WOODCRAFT
SEPT 16 CHARLOTTE WOODWORKERS MEETING
SEPT 18 CARVE A WELSH LOVE SPOON-HEART DESIGN –
WOODCRAFT
SEPT 20 PEN TURNING – WOODCRAFT
SEPT 25 SCROLLSAW MARQUETRY – WOODCRAFT
SEPT 27 LUMBER PREPARATION – WOODCRAFT
SEPT 27 PICTURE FRAMING – WOODCRAFT
SEPT 28 LATHE VII: NATURAL EDGE BOWL –
WOODCRAFT

All of the doors assume that you are going to use
mortise and tenon joinery. Make the frame and cut
all of the mortise and tenons.
All of the rails and styles are 7/8” finished
thickness. If you buy S4S (straight four sides) lumber
it has gone through a high-speed planer. If the board
was cupped or twisted it will keep those twists and
bows after surfacing. It is best to start with 4/4
unfinished lumber and dimension it yourself. Keep
in mind that a wide, long board is harder to flatten
and straighten than a short narrow board. So if you
need small pieces, rough cut your unfinished lumber
and then true it up on your jointer and planer.
Continued on page 4

OCT 4

Please Write a Book Review!

BOX JOINT JOINERY – WOODCRAFT

OCT 9 CARVE WHIMSICAL "CONDOS" ON A CYPRESS
KNEE – WOODCRAFT
OCT 18 CABINET CASE CONSTRUCTION – WOODCRAFT
OCT 18 RAISED PANEL DOOR CONSTRUCTION –
WOODCRAFT
OCT 21 CHARLOTTE WOODWORKERS MEETING
OCT 23 BASIC FINISHING – WOODCRAFT
OCT 25 BASIC LATHE-FULL DAY – WOODCRAFT

I would like to give a Shout Out (as the young
folks say) to Scott Coble, who mentioned at the last
meeting that he actually read this grayed-out box!!!
If anyone else out there is reading this would you
please consider going that extra mile and contributing a
short book review. Remember, your review is
redeemable for a free DVD rental from the CWA library.
Contact Phil Ashley at PhillipjAshley@aol.com or (704)
519-5662 or Peter Stoffle at PStoffel@Carolina.RR.Com

OCT 26 LATHE II: BOWLS – WOODCRAFT
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The Classified Section
Sorry, there isn’t anything for sale this month.
Please keep in mind that this newsletter is distributed to
the active and inactive members of the CWA, so if you a
looking to sell something a lot of people will see it.
If you have something to sell, we can help!
You do not need to be a member to place a Classified Ad!
If you have any items that you think would be of interest to
our membership please contact
PStoffel@Carolina.RR.Com to have your ad appear in the
next issue of The Sawdust.

Sand the door. Watch out that your orbital sander
doesn’t catch on the mullion. Ideally, send the frame
through a wide-belt sander to level up the mortise and
tenon joints. The wide-belt sander will make crossgrain scratches from the 150 or 120 belt drum so a
finish sanding is always done with a 5”orbital sander.
After sanding the routing starts. It is tough to rout
on the skinny rails but it can be done. Rout the front
side of the door first, then turn it over and rabbet the
back. If you have a 7/8” thick door frame the rabbet
will be 3/8” deep. Therefore, if the glass 1/8” thick the
holding sticks can be ¼ x ¼” which is easy to make.

Continued from page 3

The first step is to cut out the parts. The rails and
muntins are cut to the same length. The center mullion
and door’s styles are also cut to the same length. (Tip:
The key to not messing up your dimensions is having a
Story Stick. Lay out the panes on the story stick. Bring
the story stick to the table saw…)
The muntins and mullions in the middle of the Easy
divided light door are joined with a half-lap joint. The
half-lap joints need to be tight. A loose joint will show up
later in the finished piece. On the other hand you don’t
want the joint so tight that it “wedges out” the matching
piece when you put it together. Just use a small amount
of glue on each side of the half-lap joint (not much
needed because the fit is tight…)
When you clamp it, it only takes four clamps: one on
each of the three horizontal pieces (two rails and the
muntin), one on the center mullion. Get the frame square;
measure diagonally and have a difference of less than
1/16” each (for a total of no more than 1/8” between your
diagonally measurements).

You can also “glaze” the glass in (with putty)
instead of using holding sticks. This is historically
much more accurate but, according to John, a pain in
the ass. You can’t have any of the glazing compound
go above the mullion or it will be seen from the front
of the case. If you do decide to give glazing a try, John
recommended Lowes Wood Putty. It dries very hard.
And a few drops of colorant mixed-in will make it
look like the wood in the frame.
John also recommended high speed steel bits for
the rabbeting because the diameter of the bit is
smaller, which is an advantage because you have less
material to chisel-out to make the corners square.

The Fancy Way to Make a Door
The above method is what John calls the Easy
Way to make a divided light door. The “Fancy Way”
is the stick and cope method. This method is probably
more in line with what we are used to seeing on
modern divided light doors: the muntins and mullions
are “squared up” (they intersect at a right angle)
instead of the rounded corners left by the router.
Continued on page 6
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What Our Members are
Working on

2007 CWA Officers
Bruce Bogust
President
(704) 321-0979
bbogust@carolina.rr.com

At the September ‘07 meeting we sent around a
form and asked our members to tell us what projects
they are working on, “even the ones that won’t be
finished until 2009.” Here is a partial list of the
responses which highlights the diversity in the club. At
this month’s meeting we plan to ask people how the
projects are coming and to try to get some photos for
next month’s newsletter. Stay tuned!
Mike Smith
Fred Miller
John Goodson
Scott Coble
Bill Golden
Bob Fields
Tom Willis
Bruce Bogust
Mike Pleso

David Powles
Vice President, in-charge of
programming
(704) 506-0403
Sorry, no e-mail available

Hall Table
Another run of clocks
Chippendale Chest
CD/DVD Cabinet
Shop Cabinets and client projects
Plantation Desk
Boxes
Restoring a clock.
Table

Fred Miller
Treasurer
(704) 375-0306
fredmiller2@gmail.com

Phil Ashley
(704) 519-5662
Secretary
PhillipjAshley@aol.com

Music Together
A shameless plug for a fabulous program!
Every week I take my 18 month old son to a
wonderful program called Music Together. They
don’t advertise but instead will give you a 5%
discount if you publish them in any newsletter. So
here goes…
~Peter (this month’s newsletter writer)

Maurice Blackburn
Librarian
(704) 396-8780
MBlackburn1@Carolina.RR.Com
Wayne Manahan
Web Site
(704) 786-0768
WManahan@VNet.Net

At Music Together, we celebrate the joy of
family music. In a forty-five minute class we sing,
dance, play instruments, and laugh a lot! Music
Together is an internationally recognized, researchbased early childhood music program. A lot of
serious learning happens, but we're all having too
much fun to notice. Parents (or caregivers) and their
very young (birth to four years old,) get to connect
musically and have a blast doing it!
We serve Charlotte from five locations-- Uptown,
Dilworth, South Charlotte, Fort Mill and the Lake
Norman area. We run for nine weeks, consecutively,
once a week. (We'll let you off for holidays.) You get
two cds and songbook with the music that we'll use
all semester. So-- check out the site, contact us if
we've left anything out, and we hope to see you in
class. It's so much fun!
www.musictogetherofcharlotte.com

Treasurer Report
Opening Balance: $3,451.69

Deposits :

June
$137.00

3,324.59
July
$72.00

Disbursements: $264.10

$429.36

Closing Balance: $3,324.59

2,967.23
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make your divided light doors.

Construction of these doors is based on a set of
router bits developed by famed woodworker Lonnie
Bird and made by CMT. The CMT set runs for $107.00
on Amazon (the Freud kit is $145.00 and the Woodline
kit is $68.00). The advantage of the bits is that it allows
you to have a 1” tenon. So you get a stick & cope door
with a tenon joint.

When you are laying out the door, bear in mind
that you need a way to keep it closed. A really nice
lock is an elegant solution (John brought a sample of
one available at Horton Brass). But the lock has to be
mortised in. If you make your styles skinny you will
be in trouble when you cut the wood out for the lock.
That is another reason to use 7/8” thick stock for your
door.

The CMT set does not need a huge router. 1-1/4
HP is fine.
The instructions from CMT don’t tell you a number
of things. For example: the shoulders for one side of
the mortise needs to be eliminated (see photos below);
add 3/8” to each end of the desired mullion’s length to
account for the cope; the tenon is offset to the back of
the rail; you need to use 7/8”, not ¾” stock for this to
work well, etc… John’s handout from the presentation
gives all of the hints, and according to John, the hints
are worth two days of trial and error --which is what he
went through.

John generously made a sincere offer to anyone
trying to build a divided light door to call him if you
run into a snag. He can be reached at: 803 684-5651.
John is not on-line but his son Jay can be reached at:
jay@leakesantiques.com. Their company’s web site
is www.leakesantiques.com .
Lastly, John has been a member of the York
Woodworkers Club for 17 years, and his shop is often
home to the group’s monthly meetings. The
meetings are the first Monday of the month in the
Rock Hill, SC area and you are invited to attend. A
number of our club members attend both meetings. If
you need directions or a ride contact Fred Miller and
he will gladly help you out.

Even though it took John two days of messing
around with the bits to get things working right, and
even though the instructions are lacking in some areas,
he constantly pointed out that the bits are not hard to
use and are definitely the way he would recommend to
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Directions to Jackson Park Ministries

From the intersection of I-85 and Billy Graham Parkway:
1.)
Take Billy Graham Parkway South.
2.)
Turn Right on Paul Brown Blvd / West Blvd. (this will be after the main entrance to the airport)
3.)
Turn Right on Airport Drive.
4.)
First left on Sentry Post Drive.
5.)
At the end of Sentry Post Drive there is driveway on the left. Enter here. Using the photo above, drive down
the driveway and around to the warehouse with the “x” on the top.
From the intersection of South Tryon Street and Billy Graham Parkway (where Woodlawn turns in to Billy Graham. Also
exit 6 from I-77.):
1.)
Take Billy Graham Parkway North.
2.)
Turn Left on Paul Brown Blvd / West Blvd. (this will be at the light after the Tyvola Road exit)
3.)
Follow from Step 3 above…
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CHARLOTTE WOODWORKERS
ASSOCIATION SPONSORS
Please thank them every time you use their services.

HORIZON FOREST PRODUCTS
…has left Charlotte. We look forward to their return
in another year or two.
Chad Mitchell, Manager
704-369-0485

WOODCRAFT
Mr. David Boyuka
1725 Windsor Square Drive
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 847-8300

THE WOODWORKING SHOP OF CHARLOTTE
Jim Rivers, Manager
4728 South Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28217
(704) 521-8886
Show your CWA membership card and receive benefits
(except power tools and wood)

CWA MENTOR PROGRAM
The following members have offered their help to
anyone interested in learning skills or new techniques in their
area of interest. Contact each person to arrange times to get
together if interested.

Bill Golden
Shopsmith & Accessories
704.525.9691
popstoyshop@yahoo.com
Wayne Manahan
Sharpening
704.786.0768
wmanahan@vnet.net

If you are willing to mentor new woodworkers
please let us know and add yourself to the list. Thank you!

"I have a Lightning Hammer –it never strikes
the same place twice!”
-John Leake

Peter Stoffel
213 Village Glen Way
Mount Holly, NC 28120
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